
Brand: Hurricane
Engine: Audi VW V8 3.6 & 4.2 Liter
Part Type: Connecting Rods
Center to Center Length: 154mm/6.063"
Big End Bore Diameter: 56.8mm/2.236"
Big End Width: 20.12mm/0.792"
Small End Bore Diameter: 21mm /0.827"
Small End Width: 21.92mm/0.863"
Beam Style: H-beam
Connecting Rod Bolt Diameter: 3/8"
Approximate Connecting Rod Weight: 600g/piece
Advertised Horsepower Rating: 1000hp
Quantity: Sold as 8 pieces /set
Material: Forged 4340 steel
Connecting Rod Finish: Shot-peened, Polished
Pin: Bronze wrist pin bushings
Wrist Pin Style: Floating
Cap Retention Style: Cap screw
Weight Matched Set: Yes ,Balanced +/- 1g
Magnafluxed: Yes
Private Label: Yes ,available
Custom design: Yes, accept

The Audi VW V8 3.6 & 4.2 Liter H beam connecting rods 100% finished with high quality level at
Hurricane factory , they are 8 pieces per set, forged and heat treated with 34-38HRC for improved tensile
and yield strength. Extra shot blasting non machined surfaces to reduce the risk of stress fractures and rod
failure.

https://www.hurricanerods.com/news/Hurricane-High-Performance-connecting-rods-Process-of-machining-rods.html


     



   
 High quality bronze wrist pin bushings are fitted to each rod to increased wear resistance.



For more Audi/VW rods, please check this page, you can also click here to download Hurricane connecting
rods catalog.

Hurricane also can make custom connecting rods based on specified dimensions and design , you can fill
your specs into our " Custom Connecting Rod Form " and send to our experienced staff if you have
needs. The Process Of Custom Conrods as below : 

1) received the drawing or sample , then we make quote detail  
2) if you agree our quote , then we design drawing
3) each other confirm the drawing and deal detail
4) all confirm finished , 30% deposit required , then we make sample for you to test if necessary
5) balance before shipping , then we arrange shipping by your forwarder or our forwarder in time once
received
payment .

Any question for this product , please feel free contact us !

http://www.hurricanerods.com/products/Audi-VW-Rods.htm
http://www.hurricanerods.comhttps://cdn.b2b.yjzw.net/upfile/88/images/93/20170424112047899.pdf
http://www.hurricanerods.comhttps://cdn.b2b.yjzw.net/upfile/88/images/93/20170424112047899.pdf
https://www.hurricanerods.com/Customs.html
https://www.hurricanerods.com/Contact-Us.html

